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Imagine the one experience that leaves you frozen. How do you thaw your fear and move
forward? Lou Sutton knew hers well. "Not paying attention to where I'm walking, I feel water
shower my left side and find that I've ascended to an overlook where no buffer exists between
the path and the ocean. With waves crashing into lava farther down than I can safely allow
myself to see, I envision a fall into the water producing a painful, near-instant death. My breath
begins to slow and immediately stops when my life force pulls up from my feet. Not again. My
fear of falling overtakes all rational thought. Randomly reaching for anything that will help me find
my breath and ground, I hear myself ask, How did I get here? More importantly, How do I move
forward?" Join Lou on her 35 years of Hawaiian journeys where she was guided to connect with
ancient turtle wisdom to discover and live the answers. 

From the AuthorI began my journeys to Hawaii over 35 years ago and started writingListen to
Your Wisdom in 1995. Each time I returned from Kauai, Maui, Molokai, theBig Islandor Oahu, I
would process my stories until life demandedthat I live the experience rather than write about
it. In 2013, I knew it was finally time to finish and publish my book.Everyonehas life challenges
and stories that they resolve in their own unique ways.The sacred earth in Hawaii,and the earth
connection and spirituality that I found there, helped me to cometo terms with mine. Listento
Your Wisdom is my journey of healing and I share it with anyone who canbenefit from my
experience. May everyone find their personal Hawaii -the place where they can find supportto
hear and listen to their heart.About the AuthorLou Sutton brings her passion for Hawaii,
spirituality, and healing tothis inspirational memoir. A former healthcare professional, Lou
embracesher heart's vocation of "teacher," and leverages her 20 years oflearning and
development writing experience to tell her stories. Herlove and respect for the physical and
spiritual essence of Hawaii, andthe powerful wisdom received there, ripples to her life in
Chicago,Illinois.
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DEDICATIONFor the next seven generations of strong Sutton women.Megan, may your heart
lead the way.For every woman searching for your authentic self, she is in you. Follow your inner
wisdom.
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Sikhona.Sandi: Thank you for being a “forever friend.”Nancy, Liz, Barb, Marianne, Leighton, and
Kristin: Thank you for welcoming my transference.Artemis Singers: Thank you for your
sisterhood. Finding my voice was essential to my journey, and it gets stronger with every song I
sing.Mary Fleming: Your early encouragement made all the difference.Shannon Sonneveldt and
Nancy Rose: Thanks for sharing your experience as first time authors and leading the way.Leah
Kyaio: As editor and friend, I appreciate your expertise, honesty and support. Friendship goes
deep.Lisa Price, Siobhan M. Gallagher, and Renee Gatsis: Thank you for your proof reading and
copy editing. Your attention to detail offered welcome insight.Susanne Dunmore: Thank you to
for the magic of your map making.Judy Sorrels: Thank you for taking my vision and creating my
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line.Most importantly, deepest gratitude to my mom, Barbara Lou Sutton. Without you, I wouldn’t
have known where to begin this lifetime’s healing journey.Mom: Thank you for saying “yes,” when
I asked you to go to Hawaii.
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INTRODUCTIONAlone. I felt alone.From as far back as I can remember I looked for something
to fill my emptiness, my ache, my void, my pain.A mother. I was looking for a mother, a mother
who would hold me when I hurt, a mother who could see me for who I am. I was looking for
connection to my mom, and to myself.As the first girl to follow four boys, one of eight children
born in ten years, I experienced my mom as unavailable or absent, often ill, during many pivotal
moments in my life. Deprived of the bonding connection to her that I needed, I convinced myself
that her physical and emotional absence was because of me.No blame, no guilt, as I have come
to realize that this is what I need to heal in this lifetime.The moon is the astrological symbol of
mother energy and has relationships with the other planets in space as she moves through each
of the twelve signs of the zodiac every 29½ days. The moon completes these relationships
before she enters the next sign, leaving her periodically alone and ungrounded, sometimes for
mere minutes and sometimes for a day or more. These time periods are when the moon is
referred to as being “void of course.”When I first learned of this lunar cycle, I recognized that it
was symbolic of what I struggled with in my relationship with my mom’s energy. I had
experienced a “void of mother.” This mother void was responsible for the pain and terror that
defined my world.Beginning in my early developmental years, every time my mom or a
significant person in my life would leave or a relationship would change, that same terror would
surface. I found myself doing whatever I could to avoid or cover up the emptiness and pain inside
of me.The reality is that people leave. Sometimes they come back, and sometimes they
don’t.When I finally refused to accept that my life had to be lived in self-imposed internal (and
sometimes external) isolation, the buffer that I created to protect myself from people leaving
dissolved. Once I knew that I could heal, I opened myself up to trust and attracted what I needed
to accomplish this miracle. Therapy of various sorts helped, but it was in Hawaii where I found



connection by listening to and following my wisdom.Throughout this book I use the words,
“knew, heard, guided, called, prompted” to refer to the communication I receive through my
intuition/guidance/wisdom. That wisdom comes from my spiritual source: Earth Mother/Spirit/
Divine Feminine/Goddess. She guides me, through my intuition, to learn what I need to learn
and to know that she is the only true mother to us all.In this acceptance, I was then able to bless
and thank my mom, Barbara Lou Sutton, who had given me the greatest gift that she could, my
life, and let go of the pain, fear, anger and sadness related to her that had ruled most of my life
up until that point.I am neither Hawaiian nor an expert about Hawaii. I am a seeker who was
called to heal every time I stepped onto Hawaii’s sacred earth. As Mother Earth healed me, I
accepted my responsibility to heal her, completing the ultimate circle of symbiotic love.Since
1977, I have journeyed to Hawaii more than twenty times. When I was called to go by myself, it
was because I had personal lessons to learn. When I went with someone else, I was fulfilling my
Earth Mother’s request for me to guide women in Hawaii for mutual healing and fun.Several
years ago, I heard that I needed to share my true stories of the lessons from, and my connection
to, my Earth Mother in Hawaii. These gifts helped me to uncover my pain and learn how to
mother myself. This book is a fulfillment of that knowing.Following my wisdom is my work; this is
my path. I welcome you to journey with me through Hawaii where my guidance instructed me to:
Listen to Your Wisdom.

CHAPTER BEFORE THE FIRSTOn a sunny, mid-February afternoon, the coastal path south of
Wai’anapanapa State Park in Hana, Maui is the ideal place to use my senses to take in the
beauty, sound, and spray of ocean meeting lava. Snaking along the black rock coast, this nearly
deserted trail offers the necessary solitude for me to hear my intuition and guidance clearly.Not
paying attention to where I’m walking, I feel water shower my left side and find that I’ve ascended
to an overlook where no buffer exists between the path and the ocean. With waves crashing into
lava farther down than I can safely allow myself to see, I envision a fall into the water from here
producing a painful, near-instant death. My breath begins to slow and immediately stops when
my life force pulls up from my feet. Not again. I imagine plunging to my death as my fear of falling
overtakes all rational thought. On this warm Hawaiian afternoon, my body freezes and I lose all
ability to move forward or backward. While the adult response would be to move quickly through
this “corridor of terror,” my 7-year-old self drops my reptilian brain’s hand, rendering both
incapable of fight or flight. Once again, the only option in this moment is to be anywhere but
here.Randomly reaching for anything that will help me find my breath and ground, I hear myself
ask: How did I get here?

 PART ONE

1962Once upon a time there was a little girl named Grace whose mother was sick and couldn’t
take care of her. They lived on a mountain, and every day on her way to school, Grace prayed



that her mother would get better. Days turned into weeks and weeks into months as Grace
continued to take care of her mother, and herself. One day, in desperation, Grace prayed to God:
“If you make my mother better, you can kill me.”The next day on her way to school, Grace fell
from a mountain ledge to her death.– Second grade story bookTitle and author unknown

1977Back in college when I was studying for a nursing degree, I came home during spring break
and stumbled across a brochure addressed to my mom, a registered nurse, which had arrived in
the mail. The brochure’s heading immediately caught my attention:MEDICAL CONTINUING
EDUCATION for PHYSICIANS and NURSESon MAUI and OAHUwith OPTIONAL TOURS to
ADDITIONAL ISLANDSI first learned of Hawaii as a vacation destination in the late 1960s, and
the brochure’s photos of palm trees, sunsets, and sandy beaches renewed the appeal that it had
held for me for such a long time.I wanted to go.With the two-week trip scheduled during my
summer vacation, the timing couldn’t have been more perfect. My strong “Let’s do it!” voice
easily convinced my mom, who loved to travel, that it would be helpful for me, a Senior in nursing
school, to accompany her and sit in on the daily, four-hour lectures. It would also be a fun
bonding time with my three younger siblings who would also travel with us.We were on our
way.Our trip began on Oahu, followed by the Big Island and then Maui, where I attended the
morning conference sessions. The rest of the time I experienced Hawaii the way that most
people do: enjoying the amenities of four-star hotels, taking tour buses to famous sites,
attending a luau, shopping, and getting drunk on a sunset dinner boat. With umbrella-decorated
mai-tais removing all inhibitions, my younger brother and I sang and danced the sun down into
the horizon on the “booze cruise.” For a 21-year old, it was pure vacation.Young love had its grip
on me however, and I traded my last four days and a trip to Kauai for time at home with my
fiancé. In retrospect, my judgment left much to be desired.Looking back, it was shortly after I
returned home when the “whispers” deep inside of me began. At random times, a memory from
Hawaii–usually a scene with trees and turquoise water–would flash in my mind and I would hear:
There is something in Hawaii that you need more of, need to experience, need to pay attention
to.And it had some connection with my mom.However, with graduation, a wedding, and a move
to Chicago looming, I didn’t hear anything more from those whispers for a long, long time.Life
got in the way of listening.

1987I found myself at a crossroads. My life was in a vortex, threatening to suck me down with it.
In the spring of 1987, I was separated from my husband, stuck in a job I hated, and uncertain
about what to do. I felt raw and alone, unable to take action. Reaching into the deepest spaces
inside of me, I knew that I needed to visit Sandi, an old friend from my teenage years, who lived
on the East Coast. I was by nature a traveler, a seeker, but somewhere I had lost myself in the
move to Chicago, getting married, and working as a nurse. My traveling spirit ached for
expression, yet I knew that if I went, I would need to confront my fear of change and face the
decisions that I was too afraid to see. Going to see Sandi was necessary, but terrifying, for



me.For five days, Sandi and I stayed in a quaint Vermont inn where I relaxed and accepted care
and support from a friend who loved and really knew me. She encouraged me to do what she
knew would help me heal and reminded me how much I loved communing with nature. I took a
nap under a maple tree, read a book under a birch, and hugged nearly every tree that called my
name as I cleared out and faced the fears that were blocking my ability to hear what was best for
me. I needed to get a divorce. Though afraid, I committed to take whatever steps were
necessary to reclaim my life.I was flying on an airline emerging from bankruptcy that was
handing out promotional scratch-off tickets, awarding passengers a free round-trip flight to a
designated location for a predetermined three month time period. After boarding the flight home,
I eagerly scratched my fingernail across the card to reveal the details of my prize, New Orleans,
a place I’d never been to before. While settling into my seat, lost in thoughts of Bourbon Street, a
man across the aisle interrupted my daydream.“I got Honolulu,” he said, shrugging, “but I used to
live there. Want to switch?”My eyes widened. All thoughts of Bourbon Street evaporated, and I
didn’t hesitate. We swapped cards, each of us happier. I was about to realize the whispers from
my first trip to Hawaii several years earlier. The scratch card that stipulated “Honolulu, use
between April and June of 1989” was my invitation to an unknown, scary, exciting future, one that
I was eager to accept.I returned home, placed the card in my file cabinet with the best of
intentions to return to it once I sorted out my life, and promptly forgot about it. Three years later,
while gathering up documents to prepare my income taxes, I stumbled across my faded prize.
My heart skipped a beat as I looked down at the eligibility dates: “between April and June of
1989.” I had only three months to make plans if I was going to use the ticket. I made a quick
mental list, starting with approaching my manager about taking some of the vacation time I had
accrued.“Sorry,” she said sympathetically. Two co-workers were already scheduled to take time
off. Disappointed, I refused to accept my fate. My mind raced through a list of possible options
and settled on a co-worker who worked part-time who might be interested in picking up a few
extra shifts. She was. After another brief chat with my manager, I was headed to the Pacific for
the final week of May.Shortly after my trip to visit Sandi, I had met a woman who’d spoken to me
engagingly of a book written by New Age author Shakti Gawain, called Creative Visualization.
Shakti’s subsequent book, Living in the Light, particularly the chapter titled “Trusting Intuition,”
spoke deeply to me, and I had committed myself to living her practical spiritual messages. I
thought of her now. Shakti lived on Kauai, the one Hawaiian island that I had missed on my
previous trip, and I was eager to meet her as part of my healing journey. I contacted her and
made an appointment. With virtually no conscious thought or effort, my first solo trip to Hawaii
now had a specific goal.Since Hawaii was typically affordable only to the affluent or convention
attendee, my next step was to figure out how to go there without spending thousands of dollars. I
was apprehensive. My money issues threatened to sabotage my trip, yet I was intent on not
letting my fear of money stop me. I knew I needed to go.I went to the library (no internet in those
days) and found a book on visiting Hawaii on a budget. A listing for the Garden Island Inn, a
quiet, well-rated hotel near the Lihue airport for $80 a night, jumped off the page and I booked



the week, knowing I could always change it once I got there. Accepting that eating sandwiches
for a week was a reasonable food choice, the traveler in me was ready for an adventure.

Listen to Dallas Cowboys

The book by Lou Sutton has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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